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FalseAdded New BlueFX DSP 4.5.4 New BlueFX 4.5.3 is available
now! The full list of changes is at the bottom of this article. Added
New BlueFX DSP 4.5.4 Made several minor adjustments to the UI
We’ve added DSP 4.5.4, which is a compatibility patch for DSP 4.5.3.
It brings the following features: Read more about the installation
here: Download BlueFX 4.5.4 Made several minor adjustments to the
UI Updated the icons for the Volume LED device and the BlueFX EQ
device The updated icons will be available in the next version of
BlueFX Bundle. Added New BlueFX XB File to the BlueFX Files menu
We’ve added the New BlueFX XB file, which is an application that
simulates the factory-preset New BlueFX XB’s. This is perfect for
someone who wants to experience the sound of the XB, without
spending too much time (and money) on presets. Download New
BlueFX XB New BlueFX XB device not available for Windows 8. Fixed
issues with setting the proper default device for the Spire device The
Spire device has been added to the OSD and the waveform and level
meters. The default device was not being set properly, resulting in
weird readings and inaccurate meters. We’ve fixed this. The Spire
device can also be set to use a custom device, if desired. Download
New BlueFX Spire Added an OLED Display option to the network
settings We’ve added an option to change the default device to OLED,
for use with the Spire device, and the BlueFX Network. This feature
will only be available on select devices. Additional GUI Changes
Added new device: De-Esser We’ve added a new device: the De-Esser.
It’s a digital hardware de-esser based on the ELDT-50. It has eight
adjustable filter bands, a tap tempo setting (labeled as “Taper”) and a
“Clean” mode, and it has MIDI learn functionality. It should be noted
that BlueFX users can use this device as a low-pass filter to reduce
rumble, hum, and white noise. How does the De-Esser work? When
set to “Low Pass” and set to “Enabled”, it performs a digital low-pass
filter on the signal. The cutoff frequency and roll-off can be adjusted.
When set to “Clean”, the De-Esser removes certain frequencies from
the signal. It�
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